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still, never content to rest on his laurels, yanez has forged ahead with a series of high-profile
appearances and solo tours. his most notable recent stand comes in the form of the blackout
tour, a visit to which i rode along to see what it was all about. sure, you might expect a dude
hailing from houston to be a fan of rap and hip-hop, but theres a reason why youre hearing

him play all these other styles as well, he says. i feel like every time i play, whether i am
playing with [houston rapper] bbk starr, or playing for a crowd of thousands in vegas or austin,
im still just going out there and putting 100 percent of my energy into something, and if i put
100 percent into something, im completely taken by that thing for as long as i can be in that

thing. if someone takes to me and that thing, than its good news for me, dont stop believing is
not just a song, its an idea and a feeling and a message, and im just going out there and

putting 100 percent of me into that message in whatever way i can. luckily for you, the man
who creates such a smorgasbord of music between guitar-driven alt rock and a broad range of

styles is as ready for the next road trip as he is for his birthday dinner party, which you can
rest assured isnt going to be a bore at all. you can find them all on their album good shit, but
what we love about the album is that it doesnt take you that long to get to one of the bands
highlights. thats a tough one to pick, says yanez. when we first started playing those songs

live, we got pretty good, and then it wasnt long before somebody in the crowd would go, that
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one guy from x, what was that one song of his that always gets stuck in your head. the first
song that we thought was a favorite was the killing never finds you, says trejo. its the song
thats a pretty good representation of the emotional chaos that you get in your head when

dealing with something thats been killing you, he continues. it was a good song to move into
good shit because it was so loose, and it had this open feel, which was cool.
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